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Welcome to

Newsletter #3

Being owned by a Dachshund with IVDD is life-
changing!  

IVDD, diagnosis and prognosis can be like trying to fit
a square peg into a round hole,  "every dog and every
case is different".  

DISA's goal is to assist and guide you through the
IVDD maze and help you make informed decisions
when it comes to the care and management of your
hound.

 Until next time don't forget that ... 

"We've got your back"

LIVING THE NEW NORMAL WITH AN IVDD
DACHSHUND

THE BACK STORY
for Members of DISA's Support Forum
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Before I tell you Shobi’s story, I first need to tell you how I met Rosalie. I relocated from Melbourne
to live on the Sunshine Coast QLD 10 years ago this November and through a mutual love of
Dachshunds I was introduced to Rosalie at a local owners group meet-up. In July 2013 Rosalie and I
found ourselves thrust into the IVDD arena, resulting in us both needing to conservatively treat two
boys, Harry (a foster) & Denton. Through a mutual desire to learn, research and find alternative
solutions, we helped and guided each other through what were impossible odds! 

Yes! These boys walked again and recovered to live happy new normal lives. Harry in fact is still
living an amazing life with his current owner and Denton is looking down on us all from the rainbow
bridge.

Rosalie has volunteered throughout rescue for as long I have known her and sadly over the years 4
of her own Dachshunds have also been bitten by this insidious disease.  Thankfully following Harry,
her interest in IVDD continued, successfully rehabilitating her own IVDD hounds as well as caring
for numerous Dachshunds post-surgery & conservatively with genuine love, care and dedication.

In September 2018 Shobi fell into Rosalie’s fold from a previous rescue as a foster and was six
months post-surgery. He was formally adopted by the Stevenson family, who sponsor his future
care while residing with Rosalie and her pack. Shobi was unable to walk however before a plan
could be developed for his future rehabilitation, he was re-assessed by another Specialist, scans
reviewed, and the prognosis was that Shobi would never walk again. A decision was made to pop
him into wheels.

Nothing stopped him from that day forward and he became the mischief of the pack!  His wheels
afforded him freedom and mental stimulation, so much so he knew no boundaries and always at
the front of the line when visitors arrive, pushing his way through making sure he received the most
attention and pats. He also loves children, following them around and climbing up on their knees…
wheels and all. 

Rosalie soon realised that Shobi was able to move his legs when he was in his wheels even though
he had feeling in them he didn’t have any control of them and no inclination to stand. Despite his
poor prognosis Rosalie began a thorough and comprehensive rehabilitation program. What many
owners don’t realise is that, once shown the correct techniques, most passive physio can be done at
home. Of course, modalities like acupuncture, cold laser and corrective adjustments should always
be performed by a qualified physiotherapist.

3 reasons why you never say never to a

Dachshund 
Shobi's Story

By Christine Davis - Founder



So, for around 2 and a half years, rain hail or shine, Shobi underwent a daily “at home”
rehabilitation program as follows - 
·     Legs gently moved to simulate a walking motion coupled with a gentle massage for his muscles
·     Red light therapy https://www.redlighttherapy.com.au/ twice daily when he got up in the
morning and before bed
·     And during cuddle time on Rosalie’s knee, he was always being tickled, stimulated, stroked and
massaged.

Whilst physical activity is important, diet and supplements also play an integral role in IVDD
recovery and future maintenance. This is a list of Shobi’s supplements -
·     Green lipped muscles (naturally contains Omega-3 essential fatty acids and glycosaminoglycans
to help reduce symptoms of mild arthritis, including mild joint pain.)
·     Camu camu powder (famous for its high vitamin C and antioxidant count, along with its powerful
phytochemicals that have been used traditionally for a variety of medicinal benefits.)
·     Rose-Hip Vital Canine was used in the early stages however due to its acidity caused UTI’s.
·     Cranberries and white thistle were then used to prevent urinary tract infection with no further
UTI’s present.
·     Turmeric and hemp oil have recently been added to his daily supplements.

In April 2021, miraculously, it seemed that the penny was beginning to drop with Shobi when out of
wheels, he stood up, sort of ran for a few steps and then flipped over and dragged. His family were
speechless and didn’t really want to overthink it, dare they be cautiously optimistic?

The following weeks saw Shobi trying again and again and again, he was walk/running with no real
control, and so proud of himself (& so were his family!). Then he started to bunny hop, Rosalie was
sure his legs worked but the brain wasn’t ready to send the message to his legs to get up.

Over the ensuing weeks, he got stronger, and his coordination improved. During this time, he
alternated between being wheel free but when he started to drag, he would go back in. 

Remarkably at the three-week mark, the wheels went into storage and now, in July 2021 Shobi is
wheel free, walking with an IVDD swagger and running with the rest of his pack. He pees outside
and is learning that he doesn’t need to race everywhere as he did in his wheels. Like many IVDD
hounds, the bowels are still hit and miss but hey, little parcels in hidden places are gifts from our
special furkids aren’t they?

The moral to this story, as we have mentioned many times on DISA, is never say never. Three
Dachshunds who were told they would never walk proved the experts wrong. 

Time, patience, dedication, and the ability to look outside the square is so very important when
owned by an IVDD Dachshund. In return, they show us an incredible spirit and a determination that
knows no bounds. 

How blessed are we that they chose us to love.   

3 reasons why you never say never to a Dachshund
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Whoever said crate resting a Dachshund was easy needs to be hunted down and locked in a room
full of IVDD sausages without earplugs for a week :-/

When a human is admitted to hospital for back surgery they are confined to a bed, topped up with
medication and hauled out of bed as soon as possible for physiotherapy. Easy right?

Try telling that to a Dachshund.

Let’s face it, hearing that your dog needs to be confined is up there with most dog owner’s worst
nightmares. When their freedom is taken away through injury or illness, dogs can become anxious
and destructive, and this is exacerbated when they are not used to being confined.

Facts to consider

>> Crating/pen resting your dog will prevent further damage to the spine and most importantly
allow much needed time to heal

>> Every dog is different. Some will embrace crate rest and others will HATE it.

>> Dogs aren’t humans, they WILL believe they are Super Dog when under the influence of heavy-
duty pain relief. Nothing is impossible!

>> There are different methods to restricted rest depending on your dog.

>> It is imperative to understand the importance crate rest also plays in preventing further injury,
relapse and promoting healing and recovery.

What is best for my dog?

When your dog is at the Vet/Specialist it will be contained in a metal enclosure with a door. Dog
crates are designed to replicate a dog's natural den and as such can provide them with a place of
refuge. 

Therefore, a metal crate with a roof is recommended, 36″ is a good size, small enough to keep your
dog safe and large enough for them to move around to eat and use a pee pad at one end. 

Why metal?

Experience has shown Dachshunds are great escape artists. Soft crates, and even baby pens, are no
contest for a desperate sausage! 

Never work with children or animals
Is the crate really your mate?

Editorial



Help! my dog isn’t a jumper & hates being confined in a crate.

Pens are another great option. Bunnings sell a sturdy child pen
(Perma Child Safety Playpen Barrier) for around $100, well worth the
investment.

My dog is an angel – can I use a soft-sided pen?

Sure! As we said earlier, every dog is different. If you have a dog that
will quietly & calmly use a soft-sided crate/pen power to you. 

Bunnings Canvas Playpen Enclosure (Fido & Fletch 1140 x 580mm)
$61, is a great soft-sided option.

Doggy Boudoir options

Use your imagination when it comes to keeping your IVDD hound
safe (& happy) during recovery. 

Build a fort, pop a crate inside a fence. As your hound recovers add
more room. Pop down Yoga mats to help with balance. 

Mobility an issue?

Use a dolly or wheels underneath the crate for ease of moving room
to room

What do I do if I have another dog/s?

As much as we all love happy dog families, during the early stages of
recovery your dog should be restricted and remain on its own to
allow for healing and regeneration.    

Some owners create a fort, popping a crate inside a fence so that the
healthy dog can sleep close but not with. 

As time progresses some owners allow the healthy dog to sleep
inside the crate/pen but only when supervised. 

Only you know your dog and its mate/s, do what works for you
provided your IVDD hounds can recover and heal. Common sense is
the key.

Helpful links about Crate Rest

Dr Marianne Dorn BVM&S PGCertSART MIRVAP MRCVS is a
veterinarian, physiotherapist and rehabilitation practitioner and lives
in the UK. She provides a wonderful online resource for recovering
dogs and comes highly recommended by https://www.dachshund-
ivdd.uk/

https://therehabvet.com/2017/04/crate-rest/

Is the crate really your mate?
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Cannabidiol, also known as CBD, is one of the many naturally occurring chemical compounds known
as cannabinoids in the cannabis plant.  CBD is known for its many therapeutic effects and non-
intoxicating nature. The well known “high” of cannabis is mainly induced by another cannabinoid
called Tetrahydrocannabinol or THC. CBD by itself does not cause any psychoactive effects and has
recently gained notoriety in the medical field due to its wide range of therapeutic properties.

CBD oil (isolate) is simply the isolated compound extracted from the cannabis plant, removing any
other cannabinoids such as THC in the process. By removing the psychoactive components from the
product, it should not induce the “high” or make your pet “stoned” when administering the CBD oil.

As the name suggests, hemp seed oil is extracted from the seeds of the plant. Therefore little to no
cannabinoids such as CBD exists in the final product. Hemp seed oil is usually extracted using a cold-
pressing method to remove the oils from industrial hemp plant seeds.

Although the therapeutic properties of CBD may not be present, hemp seed oil is known to be
packed full of nutritional benefits. Hemp seed oil is filled with omegas, antioxidants and healthy
plant cholesterol which can help support inflammation, immune system and improve skin and coat
quality.

Studies show that CBD is a natural painkiller and anti-inflammatory. By stimulating your dog’s
endocannabinoid system (a physiological system involved in managing everything from pain to
memory and sleep), pain signals or "triggers" to the brain are reduced while also actively fighting
inflammation around the body.

This is why CBD has become such as popular treatment option for people and animals suffering
from arthritis.  Plus, the fact that CBD produces no side effects makes it especially attractive.

It’s important to distinguish the difference between CBD oil and hemp seed oil when considering
medication for your pet.  Both have different uses, side effects and legality.  Always check the
product label for the active ingredients before administering any medication for your little friends.

Is CBD oil legal for pets in Australia?
CBD is currently a schedule 4 drug, which means it will require a prescription from your vet.

Hemp Oil -v- CBD Oil

This year there have been some changes made to the management of the Facebook Support
Group.  

The Support Forum is hosted by Dachshund IVDD Support Australia (Teckel Tails Ltd) and it is a
compliance requirement for all members to read & understand the Support Forum Guidelines &
Rules of Conduct, to acknowledge their acceptance and to abide by these rules.

Administering and moderating a forum using Facebook as its platform comes with its own set of
challenges & DISA strives to maintain a safe and non-judgemental environment wherever
possible.  We trust that we are able to continue offering this voluntary service to owners of IVDD
Dachshunds.

S U P P O R T  &  C A R E  F O R U M  U P D A T E

https://budherd.com.au/articles/thc-and-cbd-overview-for-australians
https://budherd.com.au/articles/thc-and-cbd-overview-for-australians
https://budherd.com.au/articles/hemp-seed-oil-vs-hemp-oil-vs-cbd-oil
https://ivdd.org.au/facebook-support-group-rules-of-conduct/


The number one “must-have” for IVDD hounds

They offer owners an excellent way to “crate rest” while being close to you and the family and are
back savers!

Depending on your needs strollers come in a variety of price points.  If it’s only for house and garden
use you can opt for a lower price point (hard wheels/no suspension) BUT if you are heading out to
pound the pavements you will require one with adequate suspension to prevent further injury to
your dog.

Pet Gear & Ibiyaya are the two premium brands highly recommended for a gentler less bumpy ride. 
 Also, search EBay and Google as there are plenty of options out there, including budget strollers
which are perfect for indoor use.

Don't forget a DISA Badge which looks great on strollers, car seats, in fact, let your imagination run
wild!

Measuring 200mm x 100mm fully embroidered and made to last.

Daxie Taxis
Dog Prams & Strollers

 

https://ivdd.org.au/product/badge-i-have-a-bad-back/


Dundies - All in One Nappy
Forest Green
Size - Large

Suits a Standard Dachshund

gift
Dundies - All in One Nappy

Red 
Size - Large

Suits a Standard Dachshund

gift
Socks packs of 4 - Pet Haven 

Measures 9cm L 5cm W - 
Large - Blue Orange - 2 packs

Large - Black - 2 packs
Large - Blue/Bark Blue - 1 pack

gifts

IVDD Aids
for loan and gifting

Drag Bag by DISA 
Measurements

A – tip of tail to waist - 55cm
B – waist to neck - 29cm

C – circumference of the waist   
- 62cm

D – circumference of the neck  
- 36cm

Weight - 12.5 kg
Suits a Standard dachshund

gift
Perma Child Safety Playpen

Barrier 
White - 2nd hand

 Location Brisbane/Sunshine
Coast QLD - pickup only. 

This Pen is the property of
DISA and is to be returned

when no longer needed.

loan
Ibiyaya Stroller
Red - 2nd hand

Location Brisbane QLD -
pickup only. This Stroller is

the property of DISA and is to
be returned when no longer

needed.

loan

DISA has the following "as new" IVDD Aids available for Loan or Donation. These items are
available to owners of IVDD Dachshunds who are members of the Support Forum and feel that
they may need a leg up during what can be a difficult time financially.

We welcome you to email teamdisa@ivdd.org.au or Get in Touch.  Include your name, dog's name,
location, address, phone a brief description of your requirements/needs.

https://ivdd.org.au/get-in-touch/


BELLY BAND WRAPS

FOR BOYS

U N D E R C O V E R  B Y  D I S A

“Undercover” is the ultimate belly band wrap and the essential must-have for boy
hounds suffering from incontinence – whether it be IVDD or even those senior
moments – an Undercover BB wrap is guaranteed to have all bases & drips
covered.

Available in 4 sizes – Extra Small, Small, Medium & Large.  Custom orders are also
accommodated.

We only use the highest quality Velcro and elastic to ensure our “Undercover” BB
wraps will stand the test of time. They are designed to be used with most
incontinence pads, simply lay the pad flat, tape, wrap around your dog’s belly and
secure with the Velcro tabs.

The outer is constructed with Cotton Drill and lined with bamboo fleece which can
be worn against the skin and is extra absorbent making it ideal for belly bands.

Click here to order & don't forget to use the discount code backstory for
your exclusive 10% discount

DISA Shop Feature

AIDS  to  assist  IVDD  hounds

Inside of Belly Band.  Lined with Bamboo
Heavy Fleece.  Poise incontinence pad (Extra

Plus)

https://ivdd.org.au/product/boy-belly-bands-by-disa/


DISCOUNTS
DISCOUNTS

ONLY AVAILABLE  TO NEWSLETTER

SUBSCRIBERS

CLICK ON A LOGO TO BE TAKEN DIRECTLY TO SHOP

ONLY AVAILABLE  TO NEWSLETTER

SUBSCRIBERS

ONLY AVAILABLE  TO NEWSLETTER

SUBSCRIBERS

AUSTRALIAN FAMILY-OWNED BUSINESS

LOCALLY-SOURCED MATERIALS | PREMIUM PINE (NOT PLYWOOD) | MARINE GRADE CARPET – MAXIMUM

GRIP AND EASY TO CLEAN

LIGHTWEIGHT AND FOLDS DOWN FOR EASY STORAGE | ABLE TO CUSTOMISE RAMPS TO SUIT YOUR

DOG’S NEEDS 

100% VOLUNTARY & NOT FOR PROFIT.  PURCHASES HELP DISA CONTINUE SPREADING AWARENESS

EDUCATION & SUPPORT  

SPECIALISING IN PET SNUGGLE SACKS, DOG CAPES, LUXURY COLLARS & LEADS, DOGGIES DANAS AND

MUCH MUCH MORE FOR ALL LONG AND SMALL DOGS.

ALL 2 ROYAL HOUNDS PRODUCTS ARE PROUDLY HANDMADE IN MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

YOU’LL FIND THE PERFECT DACHSHUND STICKER THAT YOU’VE BEEN LOOKING FOR RIGHT HERE – IF

NOT, THEY WILL CUSTOMISE THE PERFECT ONE JUST FOR YOU. 

ONLY AVAILABLE  TO NEWSLETTER

SUBSCRIBERS

https://2royalhounds.com.au/
https://www.dashiedogramps.com.au/
https://www.dachshundcustomdesigns.com/
https://ivdd.org.au/disa-shop/


SPONSORS OF DISA
These are the sponsors of DISA who

have donated products & services for

future fundraising or are donors to

DISA. This is turn enables us to

continue spreading awareness,

education and support to owners of

dachshunds Australia wide.

Next time you are looking for products

& services please first consider

checking out our list of supporters –

your support of them is a gift that

keeps on giving.

DASHIE DOGS RAMPS

DACHSHUND CUSTOM DESIGNS

2 ROYAL HOUNDS

2 SILLY SAUSAGES

HAUTE DOG DESIGN CO.

DACHPRINT

Helping Us & the Fine Print
LEGALS & COMPLIANCE

INFO

WEBSITE

https://ivdd.org.au/

LIKE or FOLLOW our Facebook Page

@dachshundivdd

FOLLOW us on Instagram

@dachshundivddoz

Email:  news@ivdd.org.au

Compliance & Legals:

https://ivdd.org.au/compliance-legals/

DISCLAIMER

The information provided by Dachshund IVDD

Support Australia (DISA) is for education,

awareness and resource purposes only for the

Australian Dachshund Community. 

DISA and its representatives are not

veterinarians or health care professionals and

nothing herein should be interpreted as

medical advice.  All owners should contact their

pet care professionals for advice.

DISA and its representatives are not

responsible for the substance and content

contained herein and do not advocate any

particular product, item, recommendation or

position contained herein.

© 2021 Teckel Tails Ltd.  All Rights Reserved

CLICK HERE TO UNSUBSCRIBE FROM THIS

NEWSLETTER
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https://ivdd.us13.list-manage.com/unsubscribe?u=7c0f8ae2837f4bdbf2dbd725d&id=78090dbd7c

